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On July 18, 2014, the National Partnership for Environmental Technology Education (PETE)
facilitated an Environmental Studies Program Assessment/Jobs Chart for Fort Berthold
Community College (FBCC). FBCC requested assistance in validating their current
Environmental Science program to ensure they are offering the skills and knowledge necessary
for their students to succeed in the field. FBCC was one of four colleges selected to receive 2014
technical assistance services from National PETE under the National Science Foundation (NSF)
ATE grant Connecting Tribal and Pacific Rim Colleges to Improve Indigenous Environmental
Technology Education (DUE # 1204627).
In addition to developing an Environmental Technology Jobs Chart, FBCC requested assistance
in conducting Program Assessment, Developing a local “Advisory Committee,” and Developing a
plan for Student Recruitment, Tracking and Retention. These technical assistance options
involve the following:
•

•

•

•

Develop an Environmental Technology Jobs Chart, which lists environmentrelated job categories and the functions carried out by people in each type of job, for jobs
in the school’s service region. This helps to answer students’ questions about “What can I
do with a degree in X?” and can also be an excellent recruiting tool.
Conduct Program Assessment to better tailor an existing degree/certificate program
or to develop a new degree/certificate program to match local environmental job
opportunities with the local population, local, state and Federal governments, nonprofits, business and industry employers. This process is called “Developing a
CurriculUM” or “DACUM.”
Develop a local “Advisory Committee” for the science/environmental
degree/certificate programs. Advisory committees are composed of knowledgeable
individuals from business, government and industry who are selected to advise and
consult with administrators and faculty on the educational programs of an institution.
Develop or improve your plan for student recruitment, tracking and retention in
the College’s environmental degree/certificate program(s).

Based on the resources and time available, PETE and FBCC agreed to focus on developing a
Jobs Chart and a local “Advisory Committee.” The Jobs Chart can be used by FBCC to conduct
Program Assessment by aligning their current curriculum with the jobs and skills outlined by
professionals in the field. Resources to help develop or improve a plan for Student Recruitment,
Tracking, and Retention will be provided in this final report.

PETE focused the facilitated session on the following questions:
-

What jobs are available?
What skills are needed?
What certifications are needed?
Are participants interested in serving on an Advisory Committee?

The Workshop
Attendees: A panel of experts from FBCC’s service area in the environmental field were
convened by FBCC Science Instructor Thomas Abe. The results reported below reflect the
thoughts of the group who were present on July 18. The group represents multiple
organizations, interests, and concerns in northern North Dakota.

Expert Panel:
Name
Jared Andrist
Scott Baker

Title
Resource Conservationist
Chief of Staff

Misty Belch
Lloyd Johnson

HR Assistant
TERO Job Placement
Coordinator

Phil Lewis
Kelcey Packineau

Executive Director
Three Affiliated Tribes
Consultant
Compliance Officer
HR Director
Senator
President/CEO

Cornell Poitra, Sr.
Kandice Sanchez
CJ Stewart
D. Dave Williams

Organization
USDA-NRCS
Three Affiliated Tribes North
Segment Office
Northrop Grumman
Three Affiliated Tribes Tribal
Employment Rights Office
(TERO)
CBDE, FBCC
Three Affiliated Tribes TERO
Three Affiliated Tribes
Crow Legislative Branch
Missouri River Resources

Observers:
Dr. Twyla Baker-Demarcy

President

Thomas Abe

STEM Faculty

Fort Berthold Community
College
Fort Berthold Community
College
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Facilitators: Kirk Laflin, PETE Executive Director, and Sarah Gross, PETE Program
Coordinator
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Geographical Area
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The Fort Berthold Community College (FBCC) is located in New Town, North Dakota on the
Fort Berthold Reservation. The college was created to provide higher education to the Three
Affiliated Tribes. The Three Affiliated Tribes is made up by the union of the Mandan, Hidatsa,
and Arikara Tribes, and is therefore also known as the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara (MHA)
Nation. The MHA Nation is comprised of the main communities of Four Bears Village,
Mandaree, New Town, Parshall, Twin Buttes, White Shield and Sanish. According to the 2010
Census, New Town had roughly 2,000 citizens, while the Fort Berthold Reservation as a whole
had just under 6,500 individuals. Since the 2010 Census, however, the population has more
than doubled because of the unprecedented increase in population due to the oil development
currently underway; the Reservation is located over the Bakken Shale.

http://www.nrcprograms.org/site/PageServer?pagename=airc_res_nd_fortberthold

http://www.transitionnelson.org/learn-more/peak-oil/bad-idea-exporting-natural-gas/
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Key Environmental issues facing northern North Dakota

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Quality (dust, particulate matter, VOCs, Ozone)
Water Quality
Drinking Water Quality
Regulations/Legislation (all levels) (Tribal right to legislate)
Soil Conservation/Health
Environmental Compliance
Flaring
Erosion Control
Impact on Infrastructure
Illegal Dumping
Emissions
Hazardous Spills
Need for Qualified Regulatory Personnel
Impact to flora, fauna, game & fish
Non-point Source Pollution
Greenhouse Gas/Global Warming
Traffic and Impacts of Man-camps
Impact on wildlife
Waste management
Health impacts of oil drilling
Biological pollutants
Resource depletion
Ozone depletion

Color-code Key of Importance
(as indicated by expert panel)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Six (6) stars
Five (5) stars
Four (4) stars
Three (3) stars
Two (2) stars
One (1) stars
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The panel prepared a list of the most critical environmental issues in northern North Dakota,
and ranked them by importance (those of the same color were ranked equally in terms of
significance; see color key). This list can be used as an indicator when looking at the current
program, to determine if emphasis areas have shifted.
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Jobs
The jobs that are listed were agreed upon by the panel as the top jobs expected to be hiring in
the next 3-5 years in FBCC’s service area. The group ranked the jobs by importance (those of the
same color were ranked equally in terms of significance; see page 6 for color key). This chart is
useful both to guide areas of emphasis within the Environmental Science program, as well as to
provide to students, who can use the list to answer the question “what can I do with an
Environmental Science degree.”
•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Historical preservation officer (environmental and cultural resources; Tribal Historic
Preservation Officer - THPO)
Clean-up Specialists/Environmental Remediation Technicians (no hazmat team
currently on reservation)
Environmental Technicians
Truck drivers
Air Quality Technicians
Refinery technicians
Environmental compliance technicians
Brownfield’s technicians
Emergency Response Technicians (ICS)
Training Officers
Water quality testing technicians
Safety officers
GIS technicians
Soil Conservation Technicians (NRCS)
Water plant operators
Production controllers
Roughnecks
Fuel pumpers
USDA Farm Service Agency (FSA) Program Technicians
Management technicians
Human Resources officers
Engineering Technicians
Pipeline Inspectors/Technicians
Quality Analysts
Pumpers/fluid managers/monitors
Teachers/instructors
Research technicians
Paralegals (trained in environmental and oil issues)
Heavy equipment operators
Waste management technicians
Lease operators
Production specialists

Crystal Ball: Approximate Number of top jobs

•
•
•
•
•

Historical preservation officer (environmental and cultural resources; Tribal Historic
Preservation Officers) - 5+ jobs
Clean-up Specialists/Environmental Remediation Technicians (please note: currently no
hazmat team on reservation) - 50+ jobs
Truck drivers – 100(s) (Hundreds)
Environmental Technicians - 50 jobs
Air Quality Technicians – 5 jobs

Certifications/Licensures
The panel identified the top certifications and licensures needed to perform some of the
positions identified in the environmental field. FBCC can determine whether to offer any of
these certifications through the Environmental Science degree, provide the means for students
to gain the certifications outside of class time, or at the least make students aware of the need for
specific licenses and/or certifications depending on their occupation of choice.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

CDL (Commercial Driver’s License) and endorsements
Heavy equipment certification
Welding
OSHA
o Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
o Mines
o Confined Spaces
o OSHA-30
o OSHA-40
General health and safety
CPR/First Aid/Blood Pathogens
Basic FEMA EMS (Federal Emergency Management Agency’s Emergency Medical
Services)
Mental Health First Aid
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The panel identified the approximate number of jobs expected to be available in the next five
years for the top five job titles they earlier identified. This information can help instructors guide
students into potential careers, and further help guide areas of emphasis within the existing
Environmental Science program.
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Cross-Cutting Skills/Knowledge
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These skills were identified as critical for execution of all of the jobs outlined by the group. FBCC
can use this list of knowledge and skills when reviewing the current Environmental Science
degree, to ensure students are being armed with the information necessary to be successful in
the Environmental field.
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Knowledge of applicable state regulatory certifications
Knowledge of industry-specific regulations (e.g. OSHA regulations)
Lab and testing skill sets
General knowledge of agriculture
Ability to read and interpret lab results
Mobile technology proficiency (e.g. iPad, etc.)
Technical writing/communication skills
Computer operation skills
Understanding of scope of work
Ability to navigate Microsoft Suite
Understand how to use trade equipment
Ability to apply Quality Assurance/Quality Control protocol (QA/QC)

Soft Skills

Pass drug test
Driver’s license
Read a measuring tape
Implement a household budget
Show up for work on time
Follow safety procedures
Respect yourself, supervisors, etc.
Follow employment rules
Pay attention to detail
Appropriate work attire
PPEs (Personal Protective Equipment)
Strong work ethics
Communicating with authority (re: safety)
Stand up for yourself
Understand employee rights
Problem solving skills
Cultural sensitivity/diversity sensitivity
Conflict resolution
Customer service
Phone skills
Courtesy
Accountability
Dependability
Responsibility
Team players
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The panel identified “soft skills” critical to employee success in the workforce. While not
necessarily skills that can be directly incorporated into the program since they are not easy to
teach, they are nonetheless skills (or goals) of which students need to be aware and work toward
for success in the local workforce.
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Other considerations for FBCC from the group:
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Those in attendance on July 18, 2014 indicated interest in convening again in the future to help
FBCC with curricular relevance. Additionally, those in attendance responded warmly when
asked if they would consider participating in an Advisory Committee (which the program has
convened in the past, but which could use some new members).
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Representatives from the TERO office mentioned their willingness to work with the college; they
provided a list to Thomas Abe of all the companies they deal with directly, so that the companies
can be contacted for program validation. TERO also mentioned large annual conferences they
coordinate, with participation by a huge proportion of business and industry in the area.
Participation would provide direct access to employers who have an obligation to hire MHA
Tribal Members.
In regards to Heavy Equipment Operators, the group mentioned that Salish Kootenai College
(SKC) has a very good program. Students could be either referred to SKC’s program, or FBCC
could use SKC’s program as a model to develop its own program.
Jared Andrist, Resource Conservationist with the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) program, noted that there is a need for
Farm Service Agency (FSA) Program Technicians in North Dakota. He said that currently (as of
summer 2014), Western ND is offering sign-on bonuses because there is such a high need.
Furthermore, Northrop Grumman is interested in working with FBCC to develop an Electrical
Soldering Certification. Northrop Grumman is willing to provide a certified instructor if the
school does not have an instructor (certified by IPC). If FBCC is interested in setting up a
proprietary agreement with Northrop Grumman, Northrop Grumman will provide the course
curriculum for the class. The Solder Certification is a two-week certification, if taught every day.
It could last a semester if it were coupled with Aerospace Ethics and Electrostatic Discharge
(ESD), which could tie in with an Electrical Engineering program. For more information, please
contact Misty Porter-Belch, HR Assistant, Northrop Grumman Corporation (Melissa.PorterBelch@ngc.com).

Summary

The convened panel of experts helped identify the critical environmental issues facing northern
North Dakota, the jobs that are available to address these issues, the critical knowledge and
skills needed for those jobs, and the important certifications and licensures necessary for
success within the positions. PETE endeavored to accurately capture the group’s thoughts,
validated the information through those able to review the recorded material, and compiled the
information into this report.

Recommendations
The information presented above can be used to help validate the current Environmental
Science program at Fort Berthold Community College, to make sure the program is offering the
critical knowledge and skills necessary to make students ready for the available job market.
PETE recognizes its role in this case is to serve as facilitator to a process that will be used to
validate the current program. In this role, PETE can offer recommendations, however it is
understood that achieving these objectives can be complex. With this preface, PETE makes the
following recommendations to FBCC based unilaterally on what was observed during the
facilitated session and PETE’s time spent at FBCC and with FBCC staff, as well as the experience
PETE possesses in curriculum development.
In regards to the requested Assistance, FBCC and PETE staff worked together to focus the
facilitated session on an Environmental Jobs Chart. FBCC can use the gathered information to
align the Environmental Science degree to local needs. The list of environmental issues facing
northern North Dakota can be used to help guide content areas within the Environmental
Science program. Likewise, the lists of knowledge and skills as well as soft skills can be
compared against the current program to ensure the majority of elements are being covered.
The list of identified jobs can be used to help guide students in their career search. The list of
certifications and/or licensures can be used to help identify which (if any) specific
licensures/certifications should be offered by FBCC (if they aren’t already), and at the least can
be used to help guide students interested in a specific field. The PETE and ATEEC (Advanced
Environmental and Energy Center) Best Practices in Environmental and Energy Technology
Education at Tribal Colleges (2012) is a helpful handbook that may also be useful in assessing
the current Environmental Science program. A copy has been provided with this report, and can
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On Friday, July 18, 2014, Fort Berthold Community College hosted an Environmental Studies
Program Assessment/Jobs Chart facilitated session. FBCC Science Instructor Thomas Abe
worked hard to convene individuals from a diverse range of Environmental jobs and
organizations within FBCC’s service area. The day was used to help identify the current
Environmental field, so that FBCC can review their existing Environmental Science program for
continued validity. The National Partnership for Environmental Technology Education (PETE)
facilitated the day’s events.
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also be accessed at http://ateec.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/12/Tribal/Reports/Tribal_Best_Practices_2012.pdf.
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Furthermore, the Advanced Environmental and Energy Center (ATEEC), PETE’s affiliated
partner, has just updated their Defining Environmental Technology jobs chart, as well as their
comprehensive Defining Environmental Technology Report. These documents were put
together through a process similar to the facilitated session at FBCC, with professionals from all
over the country. The report details jobs within the Environmental Technology field as well as
the job skills necessary to be employable within certain occupations, and would therefore be
very helpful to FBCC as the Environmental Science degree is reviewed. The report will be useful
both to help direct program content, and to help instructors in guiding students who may be
interested in an education that can be useful to them in other areas of the country. A copy of
these documents are provided with this report, and can also be downloaded from:
http://ateec.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/10/DefiningEnvironmentalTechnologyReport_08082014.pdf.

PETE also encourages FBCC to work more closely with the TERO office. Participating in the
annual conference(s) can directly connect the college with potential employers, advisory
committee members, donations, and adjunct faculty. The TERO office has a finger on the pulse
of businesses and industry in the area, and their office is therefore a terrific resource.
As far as developing a local Advisory Committee, the group of individuals convened on July 18,
2014 indicated interest in participating in such a Committee. PETE suggests contacting those in
attendance, as well as attempting to contact those from the original Committee and convening a
meeting as FBCC begins reviewing the current program. This could help elaborate on the
information garnered from the July 18 session and this report.
As FBCC works to validate the current Environmental Science program, a plan for student
recruitment, tracking and retention should also be updated/developed. The Best Practices in
Environmental and Energy Technology Education at Tribal Colleges document has specific
recommendations for Recruitment and Retention strategies (see pages 63-66). Additionally, the
Technical Assistance reports developed through this NSF ATE grant for College of Menominee
Nation and Stone Child College focused specifically on Recruitment, Tracking and Retention
strategies, and include a wealth of helpful resources. A copy of each document has been included
with this report; they can be downloaded from http://www.nationalpete.org/nsf-indigenouseducation/.
Overall, FBCC has a terrific, longstanding Environmental Science program with dedicated
faculty. PETE encourages FBCC to work as soon as possible to review and update the current
program, as there are many up-and-coming employment opportunities in the college’s service
area, both because of the current oil development and because of the area’s unique natural
history.

FBCC Contact Information
Fort Berthold Community College (FBCC)
PO Box 490 / 220 8th Ave N
New Town, ND 58763
Tel: (701) 627-4738
Web: http://www.fortbertholdcc.edu
Thomas Abe, Science Faculty
Email: tabe@fortbertholdcc.edu

National Partnership for Environmental Technology Education (PETE)
584 Main Street
South Portland, ME 04106
Tel: (207) 771-9020
Web: http://www.nationalpete.org
Kirk J. Laflin, Executive Director
Email: klaflin@maine.rr.com
Sarah Gross, Program Coordinator and Environmental Analyst
Email: sgrosse@maine.rr.com

Project Website
http://www.nationalpete.org/nsf-indigenous-education/
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